To get to the university:

The university is located on the East side of Grenoble, in the municipality of St Martin d'Hères.

From the train station of Grenoble (25 minutes):

- Take tram B (green one) to "Gières - Plaine des Sports"
- Stop at "Bibliothèques Universitaires"

From the city-center of Grenoble:

- Take tram B (green one) to "Condillac - Universités"

or

- Take tram C (pink) to "Condillac- Universités"

=> Stop at "Bibliothèques Universitaires"

You can buy the tram ticket to the blue ticket machine located at the different stops (or directly at the TAG agency).

1,60€/ticket and 14,50€ a card of ten rides. A ticket is valid for one hour for the whole network.

The tickets machines to validate the tickets are situated on the platform.

For further informations, please refer the TAG website (https://www.tag.fr/).